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In this paper, we show that in the theory of computation over a ring proposed by Blum, Shub 
and Smale in [ 11, the computability of a map is equivalent to the decidability of its graph if the 
ring is an algebraically closed field. 
1. Introduction 
In classical theory of computation, defined, for instance, using Turing machines [4], 
the computability of a function (or a map) f is equivalent to the decidability of 
its graph 9f. This is quite obvious. Indeed, it is clear that 59f is decidable if f is 
computable. Conversely, to compute f at a given y, one enumerates the integers t in 
increasing order, using a decision procedure for 9f to check whether (_y, t) belongs to 
gf until the value t = f (y) for which it answers yes is reached. 
In [l], Blum, Shub and Smale have developed a general theory of computation (the 
BSS-model) in which the smallest codable information elements belong to a ring and 
whose basic operations are this ring’s operations and some tests. 
The description of the computable functions in the BSS-model is formally the same 
than in Turing’s theory to which it reduces when the ring is H. But with respect to 
other features, BSS-model could behave quite differently, depending on the ring. 
This is, in particular, the case of the above-mentioned equivalence. For instance, it 
is false over R (the square root is a counterexample) while the result is true over an 
algebraically closed field. The latter is the main result of this paper (see Theorem 3.2). 
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A preliminary version of the result has been presented in [2]. Most of notations and 
results used in this paper come from [l]. 
2. Necessary condition 
Over a ring A, the graph of a map f : Y CA” + A” (k, m E No U {m}) is the subset 
of Ak x Am defined by 
9~ = {(y,f(y)) E Ak x A” : y E Y}. 
Proposition 2.1. If a total map f : Ak + Am (k,m E No U {ca}) is computable over A, 
then its graph 22~ is decidable over A. 
Proof. Straightforward: one decides if (y, 3.) belongs to C!?f by computing f(y) and 
comparing it with /2. 0 
Remark. The result still holds true for partial maps f : Y c Ak + Am (k,m E Nou{co}) 
if Y is decidable over A. 
3. Sufficient condition 
In the following, the ring A is seen as a structure whose functions are the binary 
sum and product and whose constants are elements of A. It is an algebraically closed 
field if A is a field such that every non-constant polynomial in A[X] has a zero in A. 
QuantiJier elimination means that it exists an effective procedure such that, given a 
formula 
41x1 . . . qrxr WI ,...,Xr,Y), 
where ql,..., qr are quantifiers in {V, 3) and F(xi, . ,xr, y) is a first-order formula 
allowing constants to denote elements of A, without quantifiers, outputs an equivalent 
first-order formula G(y) without quantifiers. It is known [6,3] that such effective quan- 
tifier elimination algorithms exist if A is an algebraically closed field. Moreover, it is 
clear that the truth of a first-order sentence without quantifiers can be tested by a ma- 
chine in the sense of Blum, Shub and Smale. Therefore, the truth of every first-order 
sentence over an algebraically closed field can be tested. 
The next result is true for a ring with an effective quantifier elimination algorithm; 
in particular, it holds over the ordered ring of the reals [5] and over an algebraically 
closed field. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a ring ,l+th quantijier elimination and M a machine over 
A deciding a set Y c A” (k E No U {m}). There exists an efective procedure which, 
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given y’ E Ak’ (k’ <k) and T E No, finds the paths of length T, followed by M on 
inputs of the form (y’, y”) E Y as well as the length k” of the corresponding y”. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that A4 has two output nodes, labeled with 
ACCEPT and REJECT, respectively. Let { 1,. . . ,N} be the set of nodes of M and let 
Tr- be the set of accepting paths of length T, that is, the set of paths ending in the 
output node labeled ACCEPT. Then, the decided set Y verifies 
where V; denotes the set of inputs of Ak following the accepting path 5. The Vt have 
the form 
{ygAk : Pf(y)= ... =P,~(Y)=O~Q~(Y)#O~...,Q~Y)#O> (5s~ N) 
={YEA~ : P;(y)= ... =P,5(y)=O,Qi(y)#O}, 
where the polynomial maps P! (1 d i < Y) and e,’ (1 <j <s) characterize the branch 
nodes of t; and where the polynomial map Q,’ is the product of Qj (1 <j <s) [ 11. 
Here is a possible procedure if k < 00. One enumerates (by lexicographic order over 
{l,..., N}) the accepting paths 5 of the machine M of (fixed) length T. Note that 
this enumeration is finite. For every such 5, one tests, using quantifier elimination, the 
truth of the formula 
I pS;( y’, yy,. . . , y;-_k’ ) = 0, 
$I’. . . gy;_k, : 
, . . . , y;-k’ ) = 0, 
I Q$(Y', ~7,. . . , .&k’) # 0. 
If it is true, one found a path 5 such that (y’, yy, . . . , $_l_k’ ) E Vt. 
Now, if k = 00, one has to enumerate both all possible paths < of length T and 
all strictly positive integers k” which are bounded by the maximum of the number 
of variables reached by the maps of the nodes of M and by T. Then one tests the 
existence of yy, . . . , yf,, in the above formula with (y’, ~7,. . . , y{,,, O”) as argument of 
the polynomial maps. For each true formula, k” is the length of the corresponding y”. 
0 
Remark. In the previous result, the y” are not computed. It is done in the next result 
thanks to the algebraically closedness of A. 
Theorem 3.2. Over an algebraically closed Jield A, a map f : Ak --f Am (k,m E No u 
{co}) whose graph is decidable is computable. 
Proof. Let M be an ACCEPT/REJECT machine (as in the proof of Proposition 3.1) 
deciding the graph $9~ of the function f : Ak + A (k E NoU{co}). We have to compute 
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f at a fixed point y E Ak. By Proposition 3.1, we can find the accepting path 4 followed 
by M during its computation on (v, f(y)). We then look for the unique solution Ja in 
A of 
PI(n)=& 
I Pr(n) = 0, qo(A> # 03 
where, with the notations of Proposition 3.1, pi (1 <i <I-) is the polynomial map in 
one variable Pf(y,.) and qo the polynomial map in one variable Qi(y,.). 
Using Euclid’s algorithm, we can find the greatest common divisor d of ~1,. . . , pr. 
Then we have to compute the zero of d which is not a zero of qo. We can suppose 
that d and qo are relatively prime. Indeed, if they are not, we repeatedly replace qo 
by their greatest common divisor d’ and d by d/d’ until obtaining relatively prime 
polynomial maps (what will happen eventually since the degree of d strictly decreases 
at each step). Since then d and qo have no common zero, the degree of d is n >O 
and its sole zero 20 = f(y) is easily computed, for instance, by taking the (n - 1 )th 
derivative of d. 
Now let us look at the general case of a map f : A” + A” (k, m E No U {CO}). Recall 
(Proposition 3.1) that for each y, we can find the accepting path 5 followed by M 
during its computation on (y, f( y)). A n 1 m - co, the maximum number q, (y fixed) d ‘f
of non-vanishing functions J;: in f(y) is known. For each y, define my as m - 1 if 
m <co and Ty otherwise. 
First, we prove that each fi : A” + A (1 d i Gm) has a decidable graph. The aim is 
to decide if (y, 2) E Ak x A belongs to 9~. Having 5, it suffices to test, using quantifier 
elimination, the truth of the formula 
f$(y’)=O, 




where the notations are the ones of Proposition 3.1 and where 
y’ = 
{ 
(Y,4,...> /zi-l,~,l,j+l,...,i,*~) if m<cq 
(Y, 2 1,. . .,Ai_r,1,1.!+1,. . . ,2m, ,0°3) otherwise. 
If the formula is true (y, A) belongs to %A, else it does not. So each function J;: has a 
decidable graph, and is hence, computable. 
Since the juxtaposition of a finite number of computable functions is a computable 
map, f is computable if m < co. If m = co, the maximum number of effective functions 
to be juxtaposed and followed by an infinity of zero’s to build f(y) is 7;. Cl 
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Corollary 3.3. Over an algebraically closed field A, a computable bijective map f : 
Ak 4 A” (k, m E No U {cm}) has a computable inverse map f -'. 
Proof. Since 9,- is decidable, ?Zf-l is decidable as well and thus f-’ is computable 
as a consequence of Theorem 3.2. q 
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